
A learning robot to open the black 
box of artificial Intelligence



WHY teaching AI for all?

The future of WORK

The future of HUMANKIND

The future of SCHOOL



WHAT to teach about AI? (elementary, secondary, higher education)

Let’s open wide the BLACK BOX of 
Artificial Intelligence

Programmation = 
INSTRUCTIONS

« Machine Learning » = 
Learning from DATA

But how does it work? = 
ALGORITHMS



HOW to talk about AI algorithms in a concrete way?

A LEARNING ROBOT

A GRAPHICAL INTERFACE A PEDAGOGY

▶ learns in front of you

▶ See and understand
▶manipulate AI

▶ Base elements = mini-scenarios
▶ activities = workshops, labs, conferences, etc.



The robot and the arena

Modular arena

camera

ultra-sound
5 IR sensors for line tracking

2 driving wheels

4 LEDs RGB

buzzer

Outer shell
3D printed in 8 colors

Embedded computer:
Raspberry Pi Zero
(linux, Python, etc.)



The graphical user interface

Control

Visualization



The basics of our activities : the learning mini-scenario

Manual Edition

Discovery of neural networks Supervised Learning Reinforcement Learning

Blocked / moving

Image recognition

Manual Edition 2 Robots race

K Nearest Neighbors

?

Intruder detection

Blocked / moving Obstacle avoidance

Football Line tracking

Up to your imagination! Student Code!

Student Code

def take_decision(x):
if X_training is None:

return 0
return nearest_neighbor_decision(

X_training, y_training, x) 



Activities : Labs, workshops, conferences

…



Interventions : elementary → higher education & events

1ère NSI

1ère / Tale STI2D

Philosophy in Prep School EC1

From the origins: february 2018, ULIS 
class

Viva Tech convention 
2021

Learning Robots 
exhibitor on the 
Ile-de-France 
Region stand; 
Presentation to 
Mrs Valérie 
Pécresse



First uses by customers and partners

69 clients, 206 robots

Help to get started : Exchange server (Discord)

Metz-Nancy (eLab Schoenbeck)

submission of a scientific publication by EPFL



Verbatims from teachers and decision makers

“ I am very happy with this robot and its 
software, which teaches in a very simple 
manner the concepts of AI. I wish to 
continue to use it in the coming years.”

Michael Balandier,
Professor in Digital Sciences

Charleville-Mézières (France)

“ Students from the final year of High School 
discovered how the robot learns with the 
camera, and developed more advanced 
activities...
Let's activate our neurons together!”

Jordan Barbier, e-Lab's coordinator 
Schoeneck (France)

« The AlphAI solution makes tangible the 
effects of the coding of a AI in the context of 
the development of educational robotics. »

Alain Thillay
Direction du Numérique pour l’Education

Ministère de l’Education Nationale (France)

« I am very sensitive to the quality of the 
relation that you establish with your clients, 
who can become de facto excellent 
ambassadors of AlphAI. »

Vincent Honorat
Teacher in pre-college classes

Aix-en-Provence (France)

At the Viva Tech 
Exhibition in 
June 2021 in 
Paris:

Encouragements 
from

Valérie Pécresse 
(Head of Ile de 
France Region)

and

Antoine Petit 
(CEO of CNRS -
French National 
Scientific 
Research Center)
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